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Testing strategies are basically divided into those that identify viral nucleic acid
& Luis Ostrosky MD
(RNA for COVID-19) or the body’s reaction to the virus itself.
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Nucleic Acid Amplification Tests

Antibody Tests

In antibody testing, there are: 1) ELISA-based studies and 2) lateral flow tests. ELISA
Nucleic acid testing is divided into 1) standard RT-PCR which relies on multiple cycles
is both qualitative and quantitative, requiring machines to read. Lateral flow tests rely
with alternating temperatures to amplify viral cDNA , or 2) rapid isothermal reactions
on capillary action to draw the blood sample from the well down a strip – they are only
that use proprietary technology and does not involve alternating temperatures.
qualitative, but can be read by eye (like a pregnancy test).
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Summary of Methods & Confidence in Tests

Test

Sample

RT-PCR

Nasopharyngeal
swab, Saliva

Isothermal
Nucleic Acid Nasopharyngeal
swab
Amplification
Blood draw
(fingerstick);
Lateral Flow collected 14d
after symptoms

ELISA

Blood draw
(serum/plasma);
collected 14d
after symptoms

Time to Run
Utilization
Test
1-8 hr

5-13 min

FDA EUA*

Pros

Cons

-Highly accurate
Qualitative
-Turnaround time (days)
-Ability to batch samples
Currently
widely
snapshot of
-Commercially
-Can detect acute
approved
viral presence
expensive
infection
Qualitative
-Done at point of care
-Possible decreased
snapshot of
-Can detect acute
Abbott
specificity vs RT-PCR
viral presence
infection

10 min

Identification
of previous
exposure

2-6 hr

Identification
of previous
exposure

Cellex,
Autobio

-Simple & cheap
-Can be done at
point of care

-Accuracy dependent on
reagent & immune status
-Positive result unlikely
until several weeks
following infection

Chembio,
Ortho Clinical
Diagnostics,
Mount Sinai,
DiaSorin, Abbott

-Ability to batch
samples
-Can be done at
point of care

-Accuracy dependent on
reagent & immune status
-Positive result unlikely
until several weeks
following infection

*Emergency use authorization (EUA) updates here: https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations#ivdnote1

